
IELTS Writing Task 1: How to Describe a Bar Chart

1. Introduction (25%)

2. Overview/General Trends  (25%)

3. Body -  Paragraph A (25%) + Paragraph B (25%)

4. Summary (Optional)

Introduction
● Paraphrasing the information given in the statement (Write the statement in your own words).

● Possibly in 1 to 2 sentences.

“The chart shows the expenditure of two countries on consumer goods in 2010”



A good General statement should always have these parts.

What + Where + When

“The chart shows the expenditure of two countries on consumer goods in 2010”

“The chart illustrates the amount of money spent on five consumer goods (cars,

computers, books, cameras, perfumes) in France and the UK in 2010. Units are measured

in pounds sterling.”

➔ “Consumer goods” - kept the academic word but introduced the number “5”. Introduce the

information. Give the  list of categories but only if it’s not too long. (e.g if it’s over 8, then don’t

give the list). Use brackets. Brackets are very important in academic task writing.

➔ Two countries - introduce the information.

➔ 2010 - mention the date is important to identify the tense we use.

➔ Add the extra information on currency used. If there’s an interesting thing like a currency, include

it in the introduction.

Introduction is the easiest sentence to write in IELTS. So don't make any mistakes when writing it.

Vocabulary for introduction

Starting:

The/ the given / the supplied / the presented / the shown / the provided

Presentation type:

diagram / table / figure / illustration / graph / chart / flow chart / picture/ presentation/ pie chart / bar

graph/ column graph / line graph / table data/ data / information / pictorial/ process diagram/ map/ pie

chart and table/ bar graph and pie chart ...

Verb:

shows / represents / depicts / enumerates / illustrates / presents/ gives / provides / delineates/ outlines/

describes / delineates/ expresses/ denotes/ compares/ shows contrast / indicates / figures / gives data

on / gives information on/ presents information about/ shows data about/ demonstrates/ sketch out/

summarises…



Description:

the comparison of… the differences… the changes… the number of… information on… data on… the

proportion of… the amount of… information on… data about… comparative data… the trend of… the

percentages of… the ratio of… how the...

Overviews

● Most important part in task 1.

● It highlights all the key features.

● If you don't have an overview, you will not score above band score 5.

● If you have an overview, it’s band score 6

● If you have a ‘clear overview’, with main trends, difference and stages;  it's a band score 7 and

above

➢ Key features are all the high points and the low points of your chart.

➢ Mention highest and lowest points for each country.

➢ Mention which country’s expenditure was more compared to the other.

Overall, the expenditure of the UK was higher than that of France. Both the French and the

British spent the most money on cars while in the UK the least amount of money was spent on

perfume compared to cameras in France. Furthermore, the most significant difference in

expenditure between the two countries was on cameras.

There are generally two different kinds of charts and graphs: dynamic and static. Dynamic charts show

data over time and static charts show data at just one point in time. This will affect the type of data we

select.

When we look at static graphs we should be looking for:

➢ What are the highest/lowest values?

➢ What are the most noticeable differences?

➢ Any similarities?

➢ Any significant exceptions?

Vocabulary for Overview

In general, In common, Generally speaking, Overall, It is obvious, As it is observed, As a general trend, As

can be seen, As an overall trend/ As overall trend,  As it is presented, It can be clearly seen that, At the

first glance, it is clear, At the onset, it is clear that, A glance at the graphs reveals that…



Examples

1.  In general, the employment opportunities increased till 1970 and then declined throughout the next

decade.

2.  As it is observed, the figures for imprisonment in the five mentioned countries show no overall

pattern, rather showing considerable fluctuations from country to country.

3.  Generally speaking, citizens in the USA had a far better life standard than that of the remaining

countries.

4.  As can be seen, the highest number of passengers used the London Underground station at 8:00 in

the morning and at 6:00 in the evening.

4.  Generally speaking, more men were engaged in managerial positions in 1987 than that of women in

New York this year.

5.  As an overall trend, the number of crimes reported increased fairly rapidly until the mid-seventies,

remained constant for five years and finally, dropped to 20 cases a week after 1982.

6.  At a first glance, it is clear that more percentages of native university pupils violated regulations and

rules than the foreign students did during this period.

7.  At the onset, it is clear that drinking in public and drink-driving were the most common reasons for US

citizens to be arrested in 2014.

8.  Overall, the leisure hours enjoyed by males, regardless of their employment status, was much higher

than that of women.

Body paragraph

➢ Rule 1 - always divide the body paragraph.

➢ You can't have one body paragraph.

➢ You are being tested on your organisation and your use of paragraphs.

➢ It’s a Comparison and Contrast of the data. (Do not give all the figures.)

➢ In the body paragraphs, you will simply take the statements you made in the overview and

support them with data.

Alternative 01

Body paragraph A - Car , perfume, cameras (because they are the highest and the lowest). It’s an easy

logical way to organise your writing

Body paragraph B - Computer + books (it has the other two categories)

Alternative 02

Body paragraph A - Cars, books, cameras (in all the three categories, UK send more than France)

Body paragraph B - Computer + perfume (France spent more than the UK)

➢ It has to be logical and easy to follow for the reader.



In terms of cars, the UK spent around £450,000 on this as opposed to exactly £400,000 in

France. The expenditure of books in the UK was higher than in France.(about £400,000 and

£300,000 respectively). In the UK, expenditure on cameras (just over £350,000) was over double

that of France, which was only £150,000.

On the other hand, the amount of money paid out on the remaining goods was higher in France.

About £350,000 was spent by the French on computers which was slightly more than the British

who spent exactly £350,000. Neither of the countries spent much on perfume which accounted

for £200,000 of expenditure in France but under £150,000 in the UK.

Note: It is fine in IELTS task 1 to use symbols e.g currency £450,000. This is counted as one word by the

examiner.

Above two paragraphs has the below features

● A sentence grouping two data points because they are similar..  

● A sentence noting an exception.  

● A sentence describing some data in an advanced manner.

● A sentence describing the data in a normal fashion.

Summary

● Two sentences for summary.

Conclusion (General statement + Implications, significant comments)

[The conclusion part is optional.]



IELTS Writing Task 1: How to Describe a Pie Chart

Tips

1. Introduction

2. Overview
➢ What are the highest/lowest values?

➢ What are the most noticeable differences?

➢ Any similarities?

➢ Any significant exceptions?

**Always highlight the largest and smallest proportions.

**If there are two pie charts in different time periods, then you must highlight the key changes

3. Body Paragraph
➢ It’s a Comparison and Contrast of the data. (Do not give all the figures.)

➢ In the body paragraphs, you will simply take the statements you made in the overview and

support them with data.

Example 01
The chart below shows the proportions of graduates from Brighton University in 2019 entering different

employment sectors.

Summarise the information by selecting and reporting the main features, and make comparisons where

relevant.



The pie chart illustrates the career choices of Brighton University's 2019 graduates, giving
the percentages who worked in each of various sectors after finishing university.
Overwhelmingly, industry and government were the most popular choices.

Just under half the students went into industry, with service industries attracting more
Brighton graduates than any other sector by far — almost a third (33.0%). About half that
number (16.3%) took jobs in manufacturing.

Politics and public service were the next most popular choice, accounting for nearly a fifth of
graduates. Just over 12% went into politics and a further 5.6% chose the civil service. The
other significant career choices were education (about 15%) and two others: transportation
and warehousing, with 7.8%; and science and technology with 7.3%.

The least popular choices included work in the charitable sector and careers in sport, both
of which were chosen by well under 1% of graduates. Finally, 2.8% entered work in other,
unspecified, sectors.



Example 02



IELTS Writing Task 1: How to Describe a Line Chart


